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A WORD
FROM THE
FOUNDER
From experience we know that cus-

tomers need more than just a good

service job to feel entirely happy. There
are many more parts of the puzzle than
simply doing the job. Customers want

to be informed, they want to be heard
and they want to feel in control of the
service they receive. They don’t just pay

for a technical service, they pay for a
customer experience.

This might sound a little stereotype. But

studies show that companies who take
the needs of their customers seriously
and anticipate solutions are more likely
to be booked again for the same job.

In a market that is as competitive as the

service industry, you need to have some
bad ass tools available that give your
customer the little extra they look for.

For this it is crucial to understand how
your customer thinks and which factors

lead to increased stress and discomfort
before, during and after the execution of
a service job.

CHARLES CONVENT
FOUNDER & CEO
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92%

of the field service activity will
be fully automated when using a field service software

8%

is the remaining percentage
that you will use to solve
urgent cases by phone
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WHAT CUSTOMER
REALLY WANT?

Generally speaking, we need to di-

vide customers into two groups. The

B2C customers and the B2B customers. Even though both receive a similar

technical service their needs are significantly differing.

CASE N° 1 : B2C
The classic B2C customer is usually

Needing a service job is not just a fi-

schedule an appointment, no time to

customer but also disrupts signifi-

a person that has no time. No time to
be present, no time to wait for parts or
to reschedule a job because the issue
couldn’t be fixed right away.

“Just fixing
the issue is not
enough.”
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nancial disaster for the classic B2C
cantly his already tight agenda.

So just fixing the issue is not enough to

equalise the general discomfort they

experience. Imagine how much bigger

the frustration is when the technician
is not on time, doesn’t give precise information about when he will arrive,

lacks important spare parts or doesn’t
even know if equipment is under warranty.
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COMMON
ISSUES
01

Not being on time

02

No first time fix

1. BEING ON TIME
For the B2C customer communication
is key. He wishes to be informed about

the plan date and hour, to be reminded of it when the date approaches,

and he wants to be informed on the

day itself about the precise arrival
time.

How many end-consumers do not
complain that they’ve been informed

“The technician will be there between
9 AM and 12:00”, that they have wait-

ed the whole morning only to discover
the technician arrived at 11:4 AM….While
a simple automated WhatsApp mes-

sages that confirms in the morning the

03

Not knowing if and how
much it will cost

“For the B2C
customer
communication
is key.”
A precise appointment and full transparency increase significantly customer satisfaction. Studies show by

the way that customers choose short
messages over email communication.

exact hour of 11:45 AM, and an automated follow-up SMS that states: “The
technician will be there in 30 minutes”
would have made a whole difference,

regardless if in the end the technician
was there at 11:30 or at 12:00...
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A field service management
solution provides the right
tools to easily automate TXT
communications and estimated travel times.
Additionally, a good service
app makes TXT, emails or
phone calls with a customer
available in 1 click.

84%

of the B2C customers
prefer WhatsApp
messages over email
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When you don’t use these communication

channels

regarding

pre-

2. FIRST TIME FIX

cise planning information and arrival

When the technician is not able to

ly their service providers which often

a clear communication with your

the technician. Since the back office

spare parts logistics is easier said

times, customers might call direct-

solve a problem in the first visit, again

hand out the mobile phone number of

endcustomer is key. We all know that

doesn’t know where the technician is

than done.

of his work, it is almost impossible to

but are not served develop addition-

“Companies listed on
a stock exchange need
continuous reporting.
So do you.”

avoid this situation back office em-

That is why service app that tells the

nor has any information on the status

give concrete information on arrival
times.

Customers who call for information

al frustration and dissatisfaction. To
ployees need to have real-time insight

into localisation of technicians and
the status of their work in order to give

precise information to a waiting client.
An intelligent planning tool includes

map visualisation and real-time sta-

tus reporting on jobs that are still in
progress or completed, and makes it

easier to deliver your customers pre-

technician he needs to pick up spare

parts or that spare parts need to be

sent to the technician (depending on
how you organize the part logistics)
are key.

But still, a missing spare part may
happen. Try to inform your customer
clearly.

cise feedback on when the technician
will show up.
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3. HOW MUCH
WILL IT COST?
One thing end customers always worry about is the price. Is the equipment

still under warranty? If not, how much
will it cost me? And didn’t I signed a
“special care” agreement to extend

my warranty? In most cases, the cus-

tomer service will have told it already
to the customer.

In a good field service software, all
this information is available as soon
as the customer and the equipment

is identified. But the technician onsite

also plays his role. He needs to confirm the same information that “yes;
indeed, it is still under warranty, it will
cost you nothing”.

And if not, he needs to inform the customer on beforehand how much the

intervention will cost. Or if it is better
to replace the equipment. If all this is
clearly explained and transparently
communicated to the customer it will,

if not increase his satisfaction, at least
make him feel treated correctly.
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CASE N° 2 : B2B
While also B2B customers appreciate

Since broken equipment negatively

high first fix rate they have some ad-

company and might even cause loss

that a technician is on time and has a

ditional demands which make it even
more complex to keep B2B customers
happy and satisfied.

As much as the B2C customer wants
communication, the B2B customer

wants continuity. This requires a large
set of service level agreements and
maintenance contracts which guar-

antee fast reaction times and if possible, zero downtime. The more risks
are involved with equipment failure

the higher is the general demand for
service level agreements and main-

affects several processes inside the

of revenue when production is stopping, they appreciate a service part-

ner who goes the extra mile and is reacting fast on their demands.

“B2B customers
want continuity.”
B2B customers want to be carefree
and seek foremost security when picking a long-term service provider.

tenance contracts.
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COMMON
ISSUES
01

Not being able to manage
contracts and SLA

02

Not being able to

guarantee continuity

03

Not being fully
transparent

1. CONTRACTS

2. CONTINUITY

good money for service providers.

dling logistics correctly is crucial

Contracts bring, generally speaking,

Similar to the B2C environment, han-

But how to keep up with the tight SLA

to have a high first time fix rate and

agreements?

comply with agreed resolution times.

A service provider needs to be able

Using the customer location to store

in order to stick to made agreements.

plies the use of different stock loca-

a contract management module and

handle. In the service app you choose,

tenance schemes and warranties to

from which location he is using parts,

to manage contracts professionally

spare parts can help a lot. But this im-

This requires a system like which has

tions the technician must be able to

allows linking SLA agreements, main-

a technician must be able to choose

customers and installed machines.

allowing updating the back office

These contracts automate the creation of preventive maintenance jobs

about this usage so refilling can be
done on time.

and calculate the ideal routes to

But B2B customers don’t want to just

on time and that company processes

want to be able to have control over

make sure machines are maintained

rely on their service partners. They

are more cost efficient.

their machines and the agreed main-
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3. TRANSPARENCY

Client portals can help to become
more transparent and offer B2B cus-

tomers a maximum service. With a cli-

ent portal at hand, B2B customers can
oversee their completed or planned
work orders, zoom into the history of

their installations and introduce directly online a new repair ticket.

“They want
control over
their machines
and agreed
maintenance.”
Some service companies want to use

each contact point to get in touch

with the customer and favour human
contact over a self-servicing portal.

Still, we believe you need both, so you
can answer questions even when you
are closed.
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Instead of waiting for negative
reviews on Google, there are
ways to give your customer a
voice in a constructive way and
to avoid the silent and unrecognised growth of dissatisfaction
that often leads to a migration
to other providers.

A management tool for custom-

er remarks further allows to react fast in case of issues, to advise remarks to customer service

employees and initiate the right
actions to reestablish customer

satisfaction. If the client manage-

ment functions are included in the
field service software, the com-

munication history of customers
stays always accessible and can

help to fast assess the situation
when remarks are made.

REACH
YOUR
EXPERT
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